
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
highlight the conformity 

to the texts and the staff's 
knowledge restitution. 

"SURVEY" audit with 
additional 

recommendations to 
upgrade to security audit, 

with one lesson. 

"CRISOPS" audit with the 
budget plan, and a the 

follow up during operation if 
there is. 
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 Phone:  +66 (0)2 630 2536 
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 AUDITS 
 

The Audit highlights the security weaknesses and provides solutions for both owners and Director. 
Crisis management through a plan is essential in order to protect the company’s image and e-reputation after 
an event. Carried out with security experts, they will assist you during all phases of security increasement. 
Usually, a crisis management plan is developed by the Security Department of your Head, then if it misses, we 
can help you to elaborate it.   

 
An audit is always achieved through both inspecting and teaching the site's staff on modus 

operandi according to their plan. It's why almost 100% of the audited teams obtained the label "success". Our 
aim is aware you and reinforce your knowledge, as such, you can prove your goodwill to secure your site, first 
step of the crisis management. This is called the "liability shift". 
 
SDS provides 3 kinds of audit, SURVEY, CRISOPS and FULLSEC 
 

SURVEY 
 

SURVEY evaluate knowledge and ability to implement your own crisis management plan. 
An overall checking as well as an overview of basic security are performed solely as 
advice. This audit, especially focused on crisis management permits to determine the 
capabilities of the committee in charge to adapt their knowledge to a real situation. It also 
permits to detect persons with real capacity to achieve these tasks under immediate stress. 

 
 

  CRISOPS 
 

CRISOPS combines SURVEY and a global security standard requested by 
the Head Offices or the specifications. CRISOPS is the perfect alchemy 
between knowledge and security requirement. 
This evaluation is based on two complementary phases of security. 
 
1 - The efficiency in crisis management essentially evaluated towards to the 
committee in charge. 
2 - The zones management and its implementation, thus allowing borders 
reinforcement, access control and CCTV between these various areas. 

 
 FULLSEC 

 

FULLSEC is a full security audit. It contains a SURVEY audit, a 
CRISOPS audit, more additional assessments to help you to 
understand and achieve you upgrade and 3 hours of training (*) on 
a module of your choice. 
 
1 - The financial planning. 
2 - Layout to establish the upgrading. 
3 - The implementations priorities. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(*)  The training is another branch of the company. 
  



 
PROCESS 

 
 

SURVEY CRISOPS FULLSEC 

RISK EVALUATION 
Risk impact table a a a 
Overall area view  a a 
First behavior and entrance a a a 
Technics mastering   a 

 
SECURITY PLAN KNOWLEDGEMENT 

Duty on crisis situation a C / R a 
Security awareness a  a 
Knowledge of security plan a a a 
Respect for security plan documents  a a a 
Event versus crisis (lesson)   a 
Business continuity plan (lesson)   a 
Multiple-choice questionnaire managers / employees a a a 
Security Manager a a a 
Crisis committee a  a 
Event exercise   a 

 
STRUCTURE 

Car park   a a 
Access (directly linked outside)  a a 
Checking zones   a 
Special safety area  a a 
Technical areas   a 
Global deterrence  a a 
Emergency exit  a a 

 
OTHER ROOMS & SAFETY 

Room entrance doors viewer & opening restrictor  a a 
Safety box in the bedroom (easy to use)  a a 
Windows directly over a public passage or street  a a 

 
HUMAN 

Security manager mastering   a 
Accesses under human control  a a 
Special security (VIP area)  a a 
Rules displayed on guard position  a a 
Break and turn-over   a 
Special weekly training   a 
Security manager training and planning   a 
Company reliability   a 
Internal team reliability  a a 
Dispatching and organization   a 
Relation between the teams   a 
Quality and competencies recognition   a 
Rules knowledge   a 

 
  



 
TECHNIC 

Access control  a a 
Communication accesses  a a 
Accesses under alarm   a 
Camera positioning   a 
Camera lens fitting   a 
Global survey CCTV  a a 
Intelligence analyzing video  a a 
CCTV and alert room  a a 
CCTV mastering system (lesson)   a 
Logic installation  a a 
Global alarm system   a 
CCTV and alarm synergy   a 
CCTV setting on site   a 
CCTV and Swimming Pool  a a 

 
SPECIAL SAFETY 

Swimming pool and rescue  a a 
Search light at roof top  a a 
Specific protection for fuel and drinking water   a 
Overall protection for cash transaction  a a 
Cash transaction  a a 
Rules for cash transaction area  a a 
Airlock for cash transaction  a a 
Hold up alarm system   a 
Special alert or signage for emergency   a 
Door frame metal detector   a 
Hand-held metal detector   a 
Baggage scanner x-ray   a 

 
DEBRIEFING 

Debriefing and recommendations  a a 
Staff awareness  a a 
Special class for weakest point   a 

 
RECOMMENDATION 

Solutions during the meeting to security issues  a a 
Full written explanation for security issue   a 
Advise about security issue  a a 
Priorities to schedule   a 
Quotation in according to recommendations   a 
Security zoning recommendations  a a 
Security Master Plan   a 
GDPR evaluation and sensibilization  a a 
GDPR recommendation for improvement   a 

 
 
 
 

Any other particular request, do not hesitate to ask us. 
 
 
 
 

info@sds-th.com 
 

SECURITY DIAMOND SERVICES COMPANY LIMITED  
85 SIWIANG ROAD – KWANG SILOM 21 – KHET BANGRAK - BANGKOK - THAILAND  



 
AUDITORS 

 
An audit is the best way to evaluate but evaluation has to be only the first step. The 
full assessment needs to be achieved with the success of the audited site.  
It's why our main concern is to help as much as we have to in order to obtain the best 
security level in all the security facets involved, such as crisis management, technical 
equipment skills, and field employees' efficiency. 
Our wish is to insufflate a confident and partnership atmosphere during our presence 
because your success is our proudness. 

 
Rachaneekorn 

CEO Security Diamond Services Co Ltd 
 

Specialty 
Marketing, analysis & development 

Continuity plan business 
 

Special skills 
Schools, 

Special recruitment, 
Crisis management 

Logistic organization 
High technology 

Training 

C. Fromont 
Safety and Security Expert 

 
Specialty 

Field operation 
Crisis Management 

 
Special skills 

Hotels 
Diplomatic corps, 

International schools, 
High technology / Image IA 

Crisis communication 
Training 

 
FEES 
 
AUDIT PRICE (excluding VAT on the 1st of January 2019) 
SURVEY audit:  29,500.00 THB or according to the exchange rate in USD*  
CRISOPS audit: 59,500.00 THB or according to the exchange rate in USD* 
FULLSEC audit:         135,000.00 THB or according to the exchange rate in USD* 
 
 

TRAVEL FEES 
- Flight ticket (go and back) is shared between audited sites on the same trip (No benefit). 
- The local transportation will be charged from destination to audited site. 
- The potential visa and taxes will be charged and shared as well. 

 
 

ACCOMODATION 
Audited sites provide all-inclusive as follow:  
SURVEY:  1 auditor with 1 room + Full board + 1 breakfast (**) 

From Day 1 at 01 pm to Day 2 at 10 am 
 

CRISOPS:  2 auditors with 2 rooms + Full board + 2 breakfast (**) 
From Day 1 at 01 pm to Day 2 at 5 pm 
 

FULLSEC: 2 auditors with 2 rooms + Full board +2 breakfasts (**) 
From Day 1 at 01 pm to Day 3 at 5 pm 

 
 

(*) Currency exchange will be written  
(**) Depend of the departure time and the schedule defined in advance. 
 

One small meeting room (6 – 10 people) is very convenient for the lesson.  
If possible, a screen/monitor with HDMI or USB for pedagogical support. 
In case of special requests, do not hesitate to contact us. 
  


